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About This Software

VERSION 2.0 BETA Now Available!
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbskImz5n4g

Instructions on enabling the beta are in the video.

New in Version 2:
 - Tabs (Categories)

 - Veritcal Layout mode
 - Background Mode (Low resource usage - 0% cpu)

 - Search bar
 - Streamlined user interface

COMING SOON:
 - Steam Workshop

 - Interface Mod support
 - Much more

Decent Icons is a Game Launcher for Windows that gives you complete creative freedom.
Create icons for games and software from any screenshot, wallpaper or box art image, no photo editing required!
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Features:

Create icons of any size or shape

Use any screenshot, wallpaper, box or fan art image (.JPG or .PNG with Transparency support)

Easily scale and crop your image with Edit Mode

Customizable options include: auto startup (without steam), highlight, titles, overlays, vignette, bevel, reflections, etc

Add a few of your favorite games, or scroll through a larger library with scroll mode

Continuous development and community involvement

Decent Icons is only available for purchase through Steam, but the software features no DRM or internet connection
requirements once it is downloaded.
You can run it offline without steam.

My hope is that we can all build something together that lets people get creative and have fun with their desktop.

Please share your thoughts and feedback
Supports for Windows Vista or Above

WARNING: Possible incompatibility with DeskScapes by Stardock Software.
FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions!

 http://steamcommunity.com/app/395760/discussions/0/365163686060662394/
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Title: Decent Icons
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Decent Software LLC
Publisher:
Decent Software LLC
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Memory: 4 GB RAM

English
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I put game icons on my desktop and tweaked them.

Will likely tweak again.

Can't beat that for a couple of bucks.. software so cool but i need chinese thanks!. Decent Icons is a great piece of software to
customize your computer even more than before. This software simply adds the ability to have customizable icons on your
desktop which look a lot better than the normal ones. You can add as many icons as you want, change the picture, icon size and
more! I also really like the way you can resize and move the image of the icon, it makes the software a lot easier to use. At the
moment the software could do with some fine tuning (it can feel a little laggy when in edit mode) but once you've finished
setting it up it works perfectly. 7.5\/10. It's good and all but when starting windows It's just crashes here what it said Exception:
Object Reference is not set to an object instance.
.
Хотелось бы, что бы добавили ФУНКЦИЮ где при двойном щелчке мыши все иконки скрывались.
(Такая функция есть в Fences.)

А так остался доволен покупкой.. From my experience with Decent Icons, it was acting very glitchy with me. When I edit the
icons with pictures, they reset when back to how they were when I go in a game... it's so stupid. After they reset back to its
original state the glitch becomes far worse by not letting me open my games... It just keeps me on the desktop. Then when I go
to edit mode to adjust where I would like them on my desktop, it is super laggy and slow and it gets frustrating. I am not sure if
it was an installation problem with on my PC but it had me pretty enraged. I am sorry, I don't recommend it. I may get it again
when things are fixed and maybe more features are added, or if I get a second monitor. But my PC is a great powerful one, I
would assume that it should run pretty decent and smooth... but it didn't. So, for now, it's not my thing. But I recommend people
to give it a try, if not refund it. I don't know. CH\u039bRMY DISS\u039bPPROVES... :\/. Its not bad but after a couple of days
it stopped working. I've used similar tools like this in the past but this easy to use tool makes it so easy that choosing the image
for the shortcut takes the longest.

only thing missing for me is the ability to adjust the bar horizontally.. Kinda laggy interface(right clicking, applying things or
making changes takes time). But over all is good :)
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great app for customize your desktop. Was expecting great things. Runs smoothly until all of a sudden it could only be open for
about 30 seconds before crashing over and over and over and over.. Lots of customization and friendly developer who is always
happy to talk to you about bugs and the future of the software.

For clarification you can run this software without steam so it wont have to show you as "in-app" on your steam list if you dont
want to. You can even set it to run when you login t your PC.. Software works decently well, good amount of customization.
However, the program crashes every single time I boot up my computer, rendering the program useless. Would not recommend
to anyone, 0/10, avoid this purchase.

*UPDATE* Redownloaded, seems to work fine now. Really cool, super customizable, 10/10 would recommend. Updated:
I recently upgraded my hardware as well as my software and all the glitches disappear! Soon after looking around my steam
games properties I saw that the beta option of wasn't available, so I turned it on. Decent Icons updated and now everything
seems fine. The software is more stable and It has more features than before, keep it UP!

Old:
Decent Icons, Decent crashes.

The software is not that bad but I would say that it needs some fixes to be done.
For example: Startup with windows option, when I Turn on my pc with the icons I get a nice report log for crashing, the same
applies to the text drop shadow thickness, as well as adding more icons.
The idea is great and anything but please fix your software, It's really awesome, and makes my desktop look way better but
the crashes keep coming. I know it's in beta but something that would make it even better is an update. I'm not trying to
discourage the developer I'm just want to direct him what are the lacks of their creation.. i am willing to translate this software
into chinese
here is my email:1907503982@qq.com\/s1907503982@gmail.com

can't run beta version Xd
was use it for a little time,certained that i trully love it
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